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Guide to the Joe H. Hernandez Scrapbook, 1943-1965
and undated
Summary
Joe H. Hernandez was born in 1924 and worked at the San Antonio General Depot between 19511954. Collection
comprises a commercially produced scrapbook (12 x 14.5 inches) containing 50 blackandwhite and 102 color
photographs, ranging in size from 3.5 x 5 inches to 8 x 10 inches. Hernandez and several of his friends were female
impersonators, so the majority of the photographs are of men in various states of drag. Others show Hernandez
surrounded by his friends and family or in affectionate embraces with gay male friends. Also present are ticket stubs,
matchbook covers, night club flyers, programs, postcards, and clippings, mostly having to do with performance venues
and gay clubs in New York City, Los Angeles, Chicago, San Antonio, and Kansas City, as well as with famous
performers. They also document Hernandez's interest in Broadway shows, jazz, and actors and actresses. Laidin are
several U.S. Army personnel documents from Hernandez's work at the San Antonio General Depot 19511954; in
addition, there are two photographs of Hernandez in uniform. Also laidin are several other photographs, clippings,
and programs. Photograph album has been disbound for conservation purposes.
More About This Collection

Collection Details
Collection Number RL.11444
Title Joe H. Hernandez scrapbook
Date 19431965 and undated
Creator Hernandez, Joe H., 1924
Extent 1 Linear Feet, 1 item
Repository David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library
Language Materials in English

Collection Overview
https://library.duke.edu/rubenstein/ﬁndingaids/hernandezjoeh/#aspace_cbe902eec4aebf7c6978f785f40c0d82
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Collection comprises a commercially produced scrapbook (12 x 14.5 inches) containing 50 blackandwhite and 102 color
photographs, ranging in size from 3.5 x 5 inches to 8 x 10 inches. Hernandez and several of his friends were female impersonators,
so the majority of the photographs are of men in various states of drag. Others show Hernandez surrounded by his friends and
family or in affectionate embraces with gay male friends. Also present are ticket stubs, matchbook covers, night club flyers,
programs, postcards, and clippings, mostly having to do with performance venues and gay clubs in New York City, Los Angeles,
Chicago, San Antonio, and Kansas City, as well as with famous performers. They also document Hernandez's interest in Broadway
shows, jazz, and actors and actresses. Laidin are several U.S. Army personnel documents from Hernandez's work at the San
Antonio General Depot 19511954; in addition, there are two photographs of Hernandez in uniform. Also laidin are several other
photographs, clippings, and programs. Photograph album has been disbound for conservation purposes. Acquired as part of the
Sallie Bingham Center for Women's History and Culture and the Archive of Documentary Arts.
More Biographical / Historical Info

Using These Materials
A majority of collections are stored off site and must be requested at least 2 full business days in advance for retrieval.
Contact Rubenstein Library staff before visiting. Read More »

Access to the Collection
Collection is open for research.
Researchers must register and agree to copyright and privacy laws before using this collection.
All or portions of this collection may be housed offsite in Duke University's Library Service Center. The library may require up to 48
hours to retrieve these materials for research use.
Please contact Research Services staff before visiting the David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library to use this
collection.

Use & Permissions
The copyright interests in this collection have not been transferred to Duke University. For more information, consult the copyright
section of the Regulations and Procedures of the David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library.
More copyright and citation information

How to Cite
[Identification of item], Joe H. Hernandez Scrapbook, David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library, Duke University.

Contents of the Collection
Scrapbook

https://library.duke.edu/rubenstein/ﬁndingaids/hernandezjoeh/#aspace_cbe902eec4aebf7c6978f785f40c0d82

Box 1
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Historical Note
Biographical / Historical

Joe H. Hernandez was born in 1924 and worked at the San Antonio General Depot between 19511954.

Subjects
Click to find related materials at Duke University Libraries.

Provenance
The Joe H. Hernandez Scrapbook was received by the David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library as a purchase in
2013.

Processing Information
Processed by Alice Poffinberger, April, 2017
Accessions described in this collection guide: 20130187
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